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Abstract
In 1971, Samuel generalized Motzkin’s idea to give a characterization of

Euclidean rings. In this article we will show, from Motzkin and Samuel’s point of
view, that the concept of the restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm should exist in
the world of mathematics much earlier than the Euclidean algorithm.

1. Introduction

A Euclidean ring is a ring with a kind of Euclidean algorithm.There are several
definitions of Euclidean rings which are mutually different(see [6]). In Section 2 we
will introduce a definition of Euclidean rings due to Samuel [9]. In [9], Samuel gener-
alized Motzkin’s idea [4] to give an ‘internal’ characterization of Euclidean rings (see
Proposition 2.1). In Section 3 we will introduce the conceptof the pairwise algorithm
due to Nagata [7]. In his papers, Nagata [7, 8] constructed a pairwise algorithm for
Z[
p

14], the ring of integers ofQ(
p

14), but he did not mention much about the rela-
tion between pairwise algorithms and Euclidean algorithms. Inspired by the paper [9]
of Samuel, Chen and Leu [1] derived some properties of a ring with a pairwise algo-
rithm. In Section 4 we will build an unexpected genetic relation between pairwise al-
gorithms and Euclidean algorithms so that, from Motzkin and Samuel’s point of view,
the concept of the restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm is not only a generalization
but also a longtime undiscovered ancestor of the Euclidean algorithm. In Section 5
we propose problems which are related to the class number of anumber field and the
k-stage Euclidean algorithm respectively.

In this article, a ringE means a commutative ring with identity 1E.

2. The Euclidean algorithm

In this article we adopt the following definition of Euclidean rings due to Samuel [9].
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DEFINITION 1. Given a ringE, a Euclidean algorithm inE is a map� of E n f0g
into a well-ordered setW such that for anya, b 2 E with b 6= 0, there existq and r in
E such that

a = qb+ r with either r = 0 or �(r ) < �(b).

We say thatE is Euclidean if it admits a Euclidean algorithm�.

NOTE. For a Euclidean algorithm� on a ringE to be compatible with a Nagata’s
pairwise algorithm defined in Section 3, it is a good idea to define �(0) > �(b) for all
non-zerob in E.

Proposition (Samuel [9]). Let E be a Euclidean ring for a Euclidean algorithm�. Then
(1) E is a principal ideal ring.
(2) �1 is a Euclidean algorithm on E and�1(ac) � �1(a) for ac 6= 0, where �1 is
defined by�1(a) = infb2aEnf0g �(b) for all non-zero a in E.

REMARK 1. The above proposition shows that Samuel’s definition of a Euclidean
ring is a generalization of classical definitions of Euclidean rings.

REMARK 2. Nagata [5] constructed a Euclidean ringE with the properties: (1)E
is an integral domain; (2) there does not exist a Euclidean algorithm of E nf0g into the
set of natural numbers. Thus, Nagata constructed an integral domain E which satisfies
Samuel’s definition of a Euclidean ring, butE does not satisfy the classical definitions
of Euclidean rings.

In [9], Samuel generalized Motzkin’s idea [4] to introduce the transfinite construc-
tion of the Motzkin sets:

DEFINITION 2. Let E be a ring, andW an ordinal such that card(E) < card(W).
We setE0 = f0g. For � > 0 in W, we define the Motzkin setE� by transfinite induc-
tion as follows: the setE� 0 =

S�<� E� is already defined andE� is the union off0g
and the set of allb 2 E such that the canonical mapE� 0! E=bE is surjective. Define
EW =

S�2W E�.

Proposition 2.1. A ring E is Euclidean if and only if EW = E, where W is an
ordinal such thatcard(E) < card(W).

Proof. See Proposition 10 and p.289 of Samuel [9] for a proof.

NOTE. In Section 4 we will show that there exists surprisingly an analog of
Proposition 2.1 for the restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm (see Corollary 4.9).
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3. The Nagata’s pairwise algorithm

The following definition of a pairwise algorithm is equivalent to the one given by
Nagata [7] (cf. [1, Proposition 2]):

DEFINITION 3. Let E be a ring andW a well-ordered set. We say that a map-
ping � from E � E into W gives E a Nagata’s pairwise algorithm if and only if�
satisfies the following conditions:
(1) If a, b 2 E andu, v 2 E�, then�(au, bv) = �(a, b), whereE� is the unit group ofE.
(2) If b 2 aE and b =2 aE� = fae j e2 E�g, then�(a, a) < �(b, b).
(3) If b� c 2 aE, then�(a, b) = �(a, c).
(4) For each pair (a, b) in E � E, there areq, r 2 E so thatb = qa + r with either
r = a or �(r , a) < �(a, b).

The following Remarks 3 and 4 are due to Nagata [7].

REMARK 3. If a ring E admits a Nagata’s pairwise algorithm, thenE is a prin-
cipal ideal ring.

REMARK 4. If E is a Euclidean ring under a Euclidean algorithm� to a well-
ordered setW, then one can give a Nagata’s pairwise algorithm on E by defining
that  (a, b) = minf�(au) j u 2 E�g.

REMARK 5. It is known that a principal ideal ring is a finite product ofprincipal
ideal domains and of principal ideal rings with a unique and nilpotent maximal ideal
(cf. [12, Chapter 4, Section 15, Theorem 33]). Further, by [9, p.286], a principal ideal
ring with a unique and nilpotent maximal ideal is a Euclideanring. Therefore, by
Theorem 4.10 below, we need only to focus our attention on principal ideal domains.

Proposition 3.1. Let �: E�E!W be a Nagata’s pairwise algorithm on a ring
E. Then�(1E, 1E) < �(a, b) for a =2 E� and b2 E.

Proof. By Lemma 1 of [1] and the definition of a Nagata’s pairwise algorithm,
we have that�(1E, 1E) = minf�(x, y) j x, y 2 Eg and �(1E, 1E) < �(a, a) = �(a, b)
for a =2 E� and b 2 aE. For the caseb =2 aE, there existq, r 2 E, r 6= 0 such that
b = qa + r and �(r , a) < �(a, b), thus�(1E, 1E) � �(r , a) < �(a, b).

The proposition is proved.

4. The restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm

To point out that Nagata’s pairwise algorithms have deep relation to Euclidean al-
gorithms, let us consider the following special case of the Nagata’s pairwise algorithm:
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DEFINITION 4. Let E be a ring andW a well-ordered set. We say that a map-
ping � from E � E into W gives E a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm if and
only if � is a Nagata’s pairwise algorithm onE satisfying an extra condition:
(5) For b coprime toa, �(a, b) = �(a, 1E). (Note that, in a principal ideal ringE, a
greatest common divisor offa, bg always exists.)

REMARK 6. If E is a Euclidean ring for�, then the Nagata’s pairwise algorithm , induced by� as in Remark 4, is a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm on E.

Proposition 4.1. Let E, A, and B be rings such that E= A� B. If A and B
admit a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm respectively, then E admits a restricted
Nagata’s pairwise algorithm.

Proof. If �1 : A � A ! W1 and �2 : B � B ! W2 give A and B a restricted
Nagata’s pairwise algorithm respectively, then, by Propositions 2 and 5 of [1], the
mapping�((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = (�1(a1, a2), �2(b1, b2)) for (a1, b1), (a2, b2) 2 E induces
a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm onE.

REMARK 7. Later in Proposition 4.8 we will prove that the converse ofPropo-
sition 4.1 also holds.

Two Nagata’s pairwise algorithms� : E� E! W, � 0 : E� E! W0 on a ring E
are said to be isomorphic if there exists an order-isomorphism h: �(E�E)! � 0(E�E)
such that� 0 = hÆ�. It is easy to see that isomorphic Nagata’s pairwise algorithms have
the same properties. Thus, since all well-ordered sets withcardinal� card(E � E)
are order isomorphic to proper initial segments of any well-ordered setW such that
card(W) > card(E � E) (see Corollary 7.1.1 (d) and Theorem 7.1.2 of [10]), all the
Nagata’s pairwise algorithms on the ringE may be constructed to take their values
in the fixed well-ordered setW. For precision sake, we may assume thatW is an
ordinal, with elements customarily denoted by 0, 1, 2, 3,: : : , !, ! + 1, : : : , 2!, : : : , and
card(E � E) < card(W).

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 4 of [1], we have the following
proposition.

Proposition 4.2. If ��: E�E!W is any nonempty family of restricted Nagata’s
pairwise algorithms on a ring E, then� = inf��� is also a restricted Nagata’s pairwise
algorithm on E.

Proposition 4.2 shows that if a ringE admits a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algo-
rithm, then E admits a smallest restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm� (i.e. the infi-
mum of all restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithms).
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Theorem 4.3. Let � : E � E ! W be the smallest restricted Nagata’s pairwise
algorithm on a ring E. For � 2 W set Ê� = Ê�1 [ fa 2 E n f0g j �(a, 1E) � �g,
Ê0� = Ê�1[ fa 2 E n f0g j �(a, 1E) < �g and Ẽ� be the union ofẼ�1 and the set of all
a 2 E n f0g such that(E=aE)� � �a(Ẽ0�), where (E=aE)� is the unit group of E=aE,
Ê�1 = Ẽ�1 = f0g, Ẽ0� =

S�<� Ẽ� (set�1 < � for every� 2 W and� 2 f�1g [W),

and �a : Ẽ0� ! E=aE is the canonical map. Then Ê� = Ẽ� for all � 2 W.

Proof. By Proposition 3.1, we know that̂E0 = Ẽ0 = f0g [ E�. For � 6= 0 in W,
assumingÊ� = Ẽ� for all � < � in W, we want to prove that̂E� = Ẽ�.

For nonzero nonunita 2 Ê�, if b + aE is any coprime residue class moduloaE,
then, by writingb = qa+ r , we find a representativer of this class such that�(r , a) <�(a, b) = �(a, 1E) � �, thusr 2 Ê0� =

S�<� Ê� = Ẽ0�. This implies thatÊ� � Ẽ�. Con-

versely consider nonzero nonunita 2 Ẽ� and suppose that�(a, 1E) > �. Now define�1 : E � E! W by

�1(x, y) =

��, if x 2 aE� and y coprime tox;�(x, y), otherwise.

We claim that�1 is a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm: It is obvious that �1 satis-
fies the conditions (1), (2), (3) and (5) of Definitions 3 and 4.As for the condition (4)
of Definition 3, we divide the arguments into three cases.

CASE 1. For y 2 E and y coprime toa. Sincea 2 Ẽ�, so there existq in E
and nonzeror in Ẽ0� such thaty = qa + r and �1(r , a) = �(r , a) < � = �1(a, y).

CASE 2. For y 2 E and y not coprime toa. Then there existq and r in E such
that y = qa + r with either r = a or �1(r , a) = �(r , a) < �(a, y) = �1(a, y).

CASE 3. For x, y 2 E and x =2 aE�. Then there existq and r in E such that
y = qx + r with either r = x or �(r , x) < �(x, y) = �1(x, y). For the caser 6= x, we
divide the arguments into three subcases.

SUBCASE 3.1. r =2 aE�. Then �1(r , x) = �(r , x) < �(x, y) = �1(x, y).
SUBCASE 3.2. r 2 aE� and x coprime tor . In this case we still have�1(r , x) =� < �(r , x) < �(x, y) = �1(x, y).
SUBCASE 3.3. r 2 aE� andx not coprime tor . Then�1(r ,x) = �(r ,x)< �(x, y) =�1(x, y).
Thus �1 is indeed a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm onE. This contradicts

the fact that� is the smallest restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm. Therefore we have�(a, 1E) � �, that is a 2 Ê�. We conclude thatÊ� = Ẽ�.

REMARK 8. Theorem 4.3 on restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithms is an analog
of Proposition 10 of [9] on Euclidean algorithms.

The transfinite construction described in Theorem 4.3 may beperformed in any
ring E. More precisely,
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The transfinite construction. Let E be a ring andW an ordinal such that
card(E � E) < card(W). We set Ẽ�1 = f0g and �1 < � for every � in W. For� in W, we define Ẽ� by transfinite induction as follows: the set̃E0� =

S�<� Ẽ�
(where� 2 f�1g [W) is already defined and̃E� is the union off0g and the set of all
a 2 E such that (E=aE)Æ � �a(Ẽ0�), where�a : Ẽ0� ! E=aE is the canonical map and
(E=aE)Æ is the set of all distinct cosetsb + aE with b coprime toa.

It is clear that the sequence (Ẽ�)�2W is increasing and
S�2W Ẽ� �S�2W E�. To

experience the relation betweeñE� and the Motzkin setE�, let E = Z=8Z = f[0], [1],
[2], : : : , [7]g be the ring ofZ modulo 8Z. Then Ẽ�1 = E0 = f[0]g, Ẽ0 = E1 = f[0]g[E�,
Ẽ1 = E % E2 = Enf[4]g, E3 = E. The advantage of̃E� revealed in this simple example
is one step earlier than the Motzkin setE� to exhaust the ringE.

Back to Ẽ�, as a consequence of Theorem 4.3, we have:

Corollary 4.4. If a ring E admits a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm, then
the sequence(Ẽ�)�2W exhausts the ring E.

Proof. For nonzeroa in E, say �(a, 1E) = �, where� is the smallest restricted
Nagata’s pairwise algorithm fromE � E into W. Then, by Theorem 4.3,a 2 Ẽ�,
whenceE =

S�2W Ẽ�.

Theorem 4.5. Let E be a unique factorization domain(UFD). Then E admits a
restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm if and only if the sequence(Ẽ�)�2W exhausts
the ring E, where W is an ordinal such thatcard(E � E) < card(W).

Proof. If E admits a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm, then, by Corollary 4.4,
E =

S�2W Ẽ�.
Conversely ifE =

S�2W Ẽ�, then we define a map� : E � E! W as follows:
(i) For � in W, if a 2 Ẽ� n Ẽ0� andb 2 E, which is coprime toa, we define�(a, b) = �.
(ii) For nonzero nonunit elementa in E and b 2 aE, write a = p1 p2 � � � pt , where
p1, p2, : : : , pt are irreducible. We define�(a, b) = t .
(iii) We define

�(0, b) =

�!, if b = 0;
t + 1, if b = uq1 � � � qt ,

where! denotes the first transfinite ordinal,u 2 E� andq1, : : : , qt irreducible elements
of E. If b 2 E�, then�(0, b) = 1.
(iv) For nonzero elementsa, b in E, which have a greatest common divisors, we
define�(a, b) = �(a0, b0) +�(s, s), wherea0, b0 2 E such thata = a0s and b = b0s. (For�, not a last, inW, � + 1 is the immediate successor of�.)

Now we claim that� is a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm: First it is easy to
verify that � satisfies the conditions (1), (2), (3) of Definition 3 and the condition (5)
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of Definition 4. To verify that� satisfies the condition (4) of Definition 3, we divide
the arguments into four cases.

For each pair (a, b) in E � E:
CASE 1. If b 2 aE, then b = qa + a for someq 2 E.
CASE 2. If a = 0 andb 6= 0, then we haveb = 0 +b with �(b, 0)< �(0, b).
CASE 3. If a is a nonzero nonunit element,b coprime toa, and a 2 Ẽ� n Ẽ0�,

then there existq, r 2 E such thatb = qa + r with nonzeror 2 Ẽ0�, whence we have�(r , a) < � = �(a, b).
CASE 4. If a is a nonzero nonunit element, ands =2 aE�, a greatest common

divisor of fa, bg, then a = a0s and b = b0s for somea0, b0 in E, which are relatively
prime. Thus, as in Case 3, there existq, r 0 2 E such thatb0 = qa0 + r 0 and �(r 0, a0) <�(a0, b0). This implies that�(r 0s, a0s) = �(r 0, a0) + �(s, s) < �(a0, b0) + �(s, s) = �(a, b).
Hence there existq,r = r 0s in E such thatb = b0s = qa0s+r 0s with �(r ,a) = �(r 0s,a0s)<�(a, b).

Indeed,� is a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm onE.

Proposition 4.6. Let E, A, and B be rings such that E= A� B, W an ordinal
such thatcard(E � E) < card(W). Then E=

S�2W Ẽ� implies A=
S�2W Ã� and

B =
S�2W B̃�.

Proof. Let pA : A � B ! A given by pA(a, b) = a be the canonical projection.
Set Ā� = pA(Ẽ�) for all � 2 f�1g [W. Then it is clear that the sequence (Ā�)�2W is
increasing. SinceE =

S�2W Ẽ�, it is obvious thatA =
S�2W Ā�.

We claim by induction thatĀ� � Ã� for every � 2 W. For � = 0, it is clear
that Ā0 = Ã0 = f0g [ A�, where A� is the unit group ofA. For � 6= 0 in W, assume
that Ā� � Ã� for all � < �. We want to prove thatĀ� � Ã�. Set Ā0� =

S�<� Ā� .

For a 6= 0 in Ā�, there existsx 2 B such that (a, x) 2 Ẽ�. That means�(a,x)(Ẽ0�) �
(E=(a, x)E)Æ = (A=a A)Æ� (B=x B)Æ. This implies that�a(Ā0�) � (A=a A)Æ. Since Ā0� �
Ã0� =

S�<� Ã� , we obtain that�a(Ã0�) � (A=a A)Æ, whencea 2 Ã�. Thus Ā� � Ã�.

We conclude thatA =
S�2W Ã�.

Similarly, we also have thatB =
S�2W B̃�.

Corollary 4.7. Let E, A, and B be rings with A being a UFD, but not a PID,
such that E= A � B, W an ordinal such thatcard(E � E) < card(W). Then E 6=S�2W Ẽ�.

Proof. If E =
S�2W Ẽ�, then, by Proposition 4.6, Theorem 4.5 and Remark 3,

A is a principal ideal domain (PID), which is a contradiction.Hence we haveE 6=S�2W Ẽ�.

Now we are ready to prove the converse of Proposition 4.1.
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Proposition 4.8. Let E, A, and B be rings such that E= A� B. If E admits
a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm, then A and B admit a restricted Nagata’s
pairwise algorithm respectively.

Proof. By Remark 3 we know thatE is a principal ideal ring, whenceA and B
are also principal ideal rings. LetW be an ordinal such that card(E � E) < card(W).
Then, by Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 4.6, we haveE =

S�2W Ẽ�, A =
S�2W Ã� and

B =
S�2W B̃� respectively. Now following the steps indicated in order byRemarks 5

and 6, Proposition 4.6, Theorem 4.5, and Proposition 4.1, weobtain that A and B
admit a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm respectively.

From the proof of Proposition 4.8 and by Corollary 4.4, we obtain immediately the
following ‘internal’ characterization of a ring admittinga restricted Nagata’s pairwise
algorithm.

Corollary 4.9. Let E be a principal ideal ring and W an ordinal such that
card(E � E) < card(W). Then E =

S�2W Ẽ� if and only if E admits a restricted
Nagata’s pairwise algorithm.

Bringing Propositions 4.1 and 4.8 together and applying induction, we have the
following:

Theorem 4.10. Let E, A1, : : : , An be rings such that E= A1 � � � � � An. Then
E admits a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm if and only if Ai admits a restricted
Nagata’s pairwise algorithm for i= 1, 2,: : : , n.

To determine which rings of integers in imaginary quadraticfields admit a re-
stricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.11. Let E be a PID and a, b nonzero nonunit elements in E. If�ab(E0)� (E=abE)�, then�a(E0)� (E=aE)�, where E0 is a subset of E and�x: E0!
E=x E is the canonical map.

Proof. For r 2 E and r + aE 2 (E=aE)�, if r and b are relatively prime, then
r + abE 2 (E=abE)�, whencer + aE 2 �a(E0). If r and b are not relatively prime
with a greatest common divisord. Write d = qn1

1 � � � qnt
t with nonassociate irreducible

elementsqi in E and ni 2 N for i = 1, 2,: : : , t . Expressb = qs1
1 � � � qst

t pm1
1 � � � pmk

k as
a product of nonassociate irreducible elementsqi , p j and si , m j 2 N, where integers
t > 0 and k � 0. (Note that p0 = 1E if k = 0.) It is clear thatr + ap1 � � � pk and
b are relatively prime, whencer + ap1 � � � pk and ab are relatively prime. Hence, by
assumption, there existsc 2 E0 such thatc+abE = (r +ap1 � � � pk) +abE. This implies
that c + aE = r + aE.
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We conclude that�a(E0) � (E=aE)�.
Theorem 4.12. The only imaginary quadratic fieldsQ(

p�l ) for which the ring
E of integers admits a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm are the ones for which
l = 1, 2, 3, 7, 11.

Proof. By Proposition 14 of [9], we know that the ringsE of integers ofQ(
p�l )

for l = 1, 2, 3, 7, 11 are Euclidean. Hence they admit a restricted Nagata’s pairwise
algorithm respectively.

For l > 12, the only units inE (the ring of integers of imaginary quadratic field
Q(
p�l ) of class-number one) are +1 and�1. We use the transfinite construction, so

that Ẽ0 = f0, 1,�1g (with the notation of this construction). By Lemma 4.11, ifa is in
Ẽ1, then every prime factor ofa is in Ẽ1. We recall that forb 2 E nf0g the norm ofb
is the cardinal number of the setE=bE. Thus the norms of prime elements iñE1 n Ẽ0

are 2 or 3. Now, for�l � 2 or 3 (mod 4), we haveE = Z + Z
p�l and the norm of

x = a + b
p�l (a, b 2 Z) is a2 + b2l ; the equationa2 + b2l = 2 or 3 has no solution for

l > 12. For�l � 1 (mod 4) the ringE of integers ofQ(
p�l ) is Z + Zf(1 +

p�l )=2g,
the equation to be solved in ordinary integers is (2a + b)2 + b2l = 8 or 12, and has no
solution for l > 12. Thus, Ẽ1 n Ẽ0 = ; for l > 12.

Hence, by Theorem 4.5, the theorem is proved.

REMARK 9. By Proposition 14 of [9] and Theorem 4.12, we obtain that the ring
E of integers of an imaginary quadratic field is Euclidean if and only if E admits
a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm. Thus the rings ofintegers ofQ(

p�l ) for
l = 19, 43, 67, 163 give examples of principal ideal domains which are neither Euclidean
nor admitting a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm. Furthermore, by applying The-
orem 4.10, there exist more examples of principal ideal rings (not domains) which do
not admit a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm.

Finally, to close this section, we prove that for the ringE of integers in a number
field if it admits a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm,then its smallest restricted
Nagata’s pairwise algorithm is finite valued onE � E n f(0, 0)g.

Theorem 4.13. Let E be an integral domain such that all the residue fields are
finite. If E admits a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm, then the smallest restricted
Nagata’s pairwise algorithm� is finite valued on E� E n f(0, 0)g.

Proof. By Remark 3 and Theorem 4.5, we haveE =
S�2W Ẽ�, where W is an

ordinal such that card(E�E) < card(W). Let �: E�E!W be the restricted Nagata’s
pairwise algorithm defined in the proof of Theorem 4.5. If� is not finite valued on
E � E n f(0, 0)g, then there is an elementa 2 Ẽ! n Ẽ0!, where! denotes the first
transfinite ordinal. We have�(a, b) = ! for any elementb coprime toa. Every coset
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ci + aE with ci coprime toa admits a representativer i with �(r i , a) < �(a, ci ) = !,
thus �(r i , a) = ni for some finite valueni . By the hypothesisE=aE is finite, whence
n = 1 + supi (ni ) is an ordinary integer. By the transfinite construction ofE and the
definition of �, we havea 2 Ẽn, thus�(a, 1E) � n, a contradiction. Hence� is finite
valued onE�Enf(0, 0)g. Therefore the smallest restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm� is finite valued onE � E n f(0, 0)g.

5. Remarks and Problems

In appearance the definition of a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm is more
complicated than the definition of a Euclidean algorithm. But from Motzkin and
Samuel’s point of view, as we analyze in Sections 2 and 4, the job to see the ex-
istence of a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm on a principal ideal ringE is easier
than to make sure the existence of a Euclidean algorithm onE. As an example, in
1987, Nagata introduced the concept of pairwise algorithmsand constructed a pairwise
algorithm onZ[

p
14]. Actually, the pairwise algorithm he constructed onZ[

p
14] is

an algorithm now called a restricted Nagata’s pairwise algorithm here. But, for the ex-
istence of a Euclidean algorithm onZ[

p
14], one had to wait until recently Harper [3]

succeeded in proving, by means of Motzkin and Samuel’s characterization of Euclidean
rings, thatZ[

p
14] is a Euclidean domain.

For further study, it is natural to ask the following questions:

PROBLEM 1. Let E be a ring andW an ordinal such that card(E� E) < card(W).
Is the statement “E =

S�2W Ẽ� if and only if E =
S�2W E�” always true?

In the caseE being the ring of integers of an imaginary quadratic field, byapply-
ing Proposition 14 of [9] and Theorem 4.12, the answer to Problem 1 is affirmative.
Furthermore, by assuming aGRH (generalized Riemann hypothesis) andEK having an
infinite unit group, Weinberger [11] proved thatEK is Euclidean, whereEK denotes
the ring of integers of a number fieldK of class number one. Thus, by assuming a
GRH, the answer to Problem 1 is affirmative for everyEK of a number fieldK of
class number one exceptK = Q(

p�l ) for l = 19, 43, 67, 163.
Theoretically, to see if a given number field is of class number one, the set

S�2N
Ẽ�

takes less effort than the set
S�2N

E�, whereN is the set of nonnegative integers.

PROBLEM 2. Given a number fieldK of class number> 1 and the ringE of
integers ofK , does there exist any connection between the set

S�2N
Ẽ� and the class

number ofK?
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In 1976, Cooke [2] introduced the concept ofk-stage Euclidean rings: LetR be
an integral domain. A sequence of equations (with�, �, i , �i 2 R)

� = �1 + �1,

� = �12 + �2,

� � �
�k�2 = �k�1k + �k

is called ak-stage division chain starting from the pair (�,�). We say thatR is k-stage
Euclidean with respect tof if we can find a functionf : R! N with the properties
(1) f (�) = 0() � = 0,
(2) there is ak 2 N such that for every pair�, � 2 R n f0g there exists ann-stage
division chain for somen� k with f (�n)< f (�). Such f is called ak-stage Euclidean
algorithm on R.

Clearly, the concept ofk-stage Euclidean algorithms is a generalization of Euclidean
algorithms, therefore we should also ask the following question:

PROBLEM 3. Is there a characterization ofk-stage Euclidean rings which is an
analog of Proposition 2.1 or Corollary 4.9?
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